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Lattice results for the decay constant of heavy-light vector mesons
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We compute the leptonic decay constants of heavy-light vector mesons in the quenched approximation. The
reliability of lattice computations for heavy quarks is checked by comparing the ratio of vector to pseudoscalar
decay constant with the prediction of heavy quark effective theory in the limit of an infinitely heavy quark
mass. Good agreement is found. We then calculate the decay constant ratio forB mesons: f B* / f B

51.01(0.01)(20.01
10.04). We also quote quenchedf B* 5177(6)(17) MeV.
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The symmetries of heavy quark effective theory~HQET!
@1# show how quantum chromodynamics~QCD! simplifies in
the limit of an infinite quark mass. For a mesonic syst
such as the neutralB, consisting of a heavy, but finite mas
anti-b quark and a lightd quark, HQET can be applied with
the inverseb mass as a small perturbation parameter. In p
ticular, the ratio of the decay constants of theB* andB can
be calculated. Heavy quark spin symmetry implies that,
the limit of an infinite quark mass, the spins of the qua
decouple and the vector and pseudoscalar mesons are d
erate, so the ratio of their decay constants is 1. Perturba
corrections to this ratio are also calculable within the HQ
framework.

In this paper, we study the heavy-light vector and ps
doscalar decay constants in quenched lattice QCD. Bec
computational restrictions limit the range of heavy qua
masses that are used in our simulations, the data mus
extrapolated to theB mass ~or interpolated between th
heavy-light data and a static-light point!. The lattice calcula-
tions also inherently require extrapolations to the continu
limit of zero lattice spacing. The comparison of the latti
calculation and the HQET calculation of the ratio of the ve
tor and pseudoscalar decay constants tests the consisten
the treatment of heavy quarks in lattice QCD. Calculations
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heavy-light vector decay constants on the lattice have b
carried out previously by several other groups@2#.

In earlier work@3#, we computed pseudoscalar decay co
stants only. Here we extend that analysis to include vec
mesons. Since our aim is to test the consistency of th
lattice simulations with the results of HQET, we confine t
analysis to the quenched data sets, the details of which
summarized in Table I. The parameters of the generation
these lattices, gauge fixing, and quark propagator determ
tion are found in@4,3#. We use unimproved Wilson valenc
quarks. ‘‘Smeared-local’’~SL! and ‘‘smeared-smeared’’~SS!
vector meson propagators are calculated for the heavy-lig

TABLE I. Summary of quenched Wilson action lattices.

Set b Size No. confs.

A 5.7 83348 200
B 5.7 163348 100
E 5.85 123348 100
C 6.0 163348 100
CP 6.0 163348 305
D 6.3 243380 100
H 6.52 3233100 60
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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These propagators are also calculated for the heavy-light
light-light pseudoscalar mesons. The heavy-light pseu
scalar decay constantf Qq is defined by

^0uA0
cont~0!uP,pW 50&52 i f QqMQq

where

A0
cont~0!5Q̄g0g5q

is the 0th component of the axial current at pointx50, and
uP,pW 50& is a zero 3-momentum pseudoscalar bound stat
heavy quarkQ̄ and light quarkq with massMQq . We define
the vector decay constant in exact analogy to the pseu
scalar decay constant~this is standard in HQET! to simplify
the interpretation of the ratio:

^0uVi
cont~0!uV,pW 50,e&5e i f Qq* MQq*

whereVi
cont is a spatial component of the continuum vec

current,

Vm
cont5Q̄gmq

and uV,pW 50,e& is the vector meson state with ze
3-momentum, massMQq* , and polarizatione.

The vector propagators have the same relation tof B* as
the pseudoscalar propagators have tof B . The light-light
pseudoscalars are used to set the scale~through f p) and the
physical value of the hopping parameter of the degene
up/down quarks~throughmp).

Each pair of SL and SS propagators for a particular m
combination is fit simultaneously and covariantly to sing
exponential forms sharing the same mass; i.e., we m
three-parameter fits. The time ranges used in these fits w
varied to produce different fits~typically 8–10 of them! that
provided reasonable confidence levels for both vector
pseudoscalar decay constants. The alternate fit ranges
then used to fit the ratio of the decay constants as discu
below. A preferred fit range was selected from the accepta
alternatives by choosing a range that provided a good b
of high confidence level and small statistical error for t
ratio fit. For each ratio derived from these fits, the stand
deviation of the alternate fit ranges was added in quadra
to the raw statistical error of the preferred fit to produce
measure of the statistical uncertainty in the ratio that refle
the different possible plateau regions.

To relate the matrix elements measured on the lattice
their continuum counterparts we use the perturbative re
malization factors for heavy-light currents calculated
Kuramashi@5#. These renormalization factors include a d
pendence on the quark mass, which for large quark ma
produces an approximately 100% difference in the one l
coefficients compared to those in the massless quark li
We adjust the values calculated in@5# to correspond to our
definition of the mean link,u0, in terms of the critical hop-
ping parameter,u051/8kc . The mass dependence of th
renormalization factors is more important for the individu
decay constants, but still provides a meaningful impro
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ment to the calculation of the decay constant ratios, wh
only the ratio of the vector and axial current renormalizatio
is relevant. As in@3#, we adjust the measured meson po
mass upwards by the difference of the heavy quark kinem
mass and the heavy quark pole mass. This allows us to
mate the kinetic mass of the meson while only looking at
zero-momentum state.

A new element that is added to the previous analysis
this data is the choice ofq* , the momentum scale that sati
fies @6#

ln~q* 2!5

E d4q f~q!ln~q2!

E d4q f~q!

where f (q) is the integrand of a 1-loop current renormaliz
tion. Evaluating the coupling~we usegV

2 defined in terms of
the plaquette@6,7#! at q* and using that coupling to evaluat
the renormalization should reduce higher order effects. T
values ofq* for the heavy-light currents have not been c
culated. In Ref.@3#, the Hernandez-Hill result@8# for the
tadpole-improved static-light axial vector current scale (q*
52.18/a, a value close to the tadpole-improved light-lig
axial vector current scale,q* 52.32/a @9#! was used to argue
that q* was only mildly mass dependent. The light-lightq*
was then used for the heavy-lights. The Hernandez-Hill c
culation has recently been repeated@10# ~see also@11#!, with
a rather different result,q* ;1.4/a. We believe this static-
light q* is likely to be more appropriate for the heavy-ligh
than the light-lightq* , and we use it here. The new calcul
tion of the static-lightq* includes the continuum part o
static-light current, which gives rise to anamQ dependence.
For the axial vector current this dependence is weak eno
that a constant value ofq* from @10# (q* '1.43/a) can be
used reliably, and this has been done in@12#. However, the
amQ dependence ofq* for the static-light vector current is
more pronounced, so here the scale was calculated for
heavy kappa for both the vector and pseudoscalar case
compare the value off B obtained from the mass depende
q* scheme with the results@12# for theq* >1.43/a scheme1

as a consistency check.
To help estimate systematic uncertainties we use th

different chiral fits, in which we extrapolate the results at t
light quark kappas used in the simulation to the kappa
propriate to physical light quarks, as determined by the p
mass. The first of these, from which the central value for
ratio is taken and which will be referred to as the stand
analysis, uses quadratic fits vsam2 ~light quark kinematic
mass! for mp

2 , and linear fits vsam2 for f p , MQq , andf Qq .
The rationale for these choices is discussed in@3#. The first
of the alternate analyses has quadratic fits formp

2 and f p

1To quote f B we had to maintain the distinction between latti
sets C & CP,since the static points of these lattices are calcula
differently. This is irrelevant for the ratio of the decay constan
computed here, but is necessary for this consistency check.
0-2
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LATTICE RESULTS FOR THE DECAY CONSTANT OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 014510
with all other fits linear, and the second has quadratic fits
mp

2 , f p , and f Qq . The difference of these chiral fits is use
to assess the systematic error in the choice for the stan
analysis.

For each set of lattices, the ratio offAM for the vector
and pseudoscalar mesons at each heavy kappa is calcu
For each heavyk, we then divide out 12g2/(6p2), the lead-
ing order HQET correction to the ratio@13#, usinggV

2 evalu-
ated on the lattice at theq* appropriate tomB . The resulting
data is fit to the three parameter function

b1c/M

11d/M
. ~1!

Since the decay constants each have a 1/M expansion in
HQET, this fitting function can be viewed as the ratio of t
first two terms from the individual expansions. If the da
produce the correct static limit, the constant term in the
merator,b, should be 1. Table II shows the value ofb for the
standard analysis of each set of lattices. Note that all
results are consistent with 1. The errors are quite large on
coarsest lattices atb55.7, but are much smaller on the fin
lattices.

From now on we assume consistency with HQET and
the two parameter fitting function Eq.~1! with b51 to ex-
tract the ratiof B* / f B . The difference of these fitting meth
ods can be seen in Fig. 1. The final two-parameter fit is t
interpolated to theB mass and the leading order perturbati
correction is reinserted. This result still includes the ratio
the square roots of theB* and B masses. Removing thi
gives us a value of the ratio for each set of lattices, wh
must then be combined and extrapolated to zero lattice s
ing.

The fits shown in Fig. 2 are different possible lattice sp
ing extrapolations for the continuum value of the ratio. The
data are the result of the standard analysis on each s
lattices, but the general features of the plot are generic fo
the analyses, as can be seen in Fig. 3. We use constan
over different intervals in the lattice spacing: 0.2 to 0.4, 0
to 0.5, and 0.2 to 0.75 (GeV)21. We do not include a linea
fit, as analysis of the new data sets described in@12# suggests
that the constant fits provide a good measure of the lat
spacing extrapolation uncertainty. For each set of analy
the fit to the interval containing only the values from the tw

TABLE II. Agreement of the static limit of the 3 parameter rat
fits with 1.

Static limit of fitting function
Set of lattices (b) ~including plateau uncertainties!

H~6.52! 0.9960.05
D~6.3! 0.9960.04
CP~6.0! 1.0560.04
C~6.0! 1.0860.08
E~5.85! 0.8960.08

B~5.7/16! 0.7060.42
A~5.7/8! 1.0460.25
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sets with finest lattice spacing@0.2,a,0.4 (GeV)21# is
taken to be the central value for that ratio.

The systematic errors are obtained from various alter
tive analyses~see Fig. 3!. The discretization error is esti
mated by computing the difference between the averag
the two finest lattices and the average over all lattice sp
ings. The three constant fits for the standard analysis
shown in Fig. 2, and the results of the three fits for each
the alternate analyses can be seen in Fig. 3. We estimat
lattice spacing extrapolation error as the largest differenc
the three constant fits, which is>20

10.02 for the standard
analysis.

Higher order perturbative effects are a second source
systematic error. This error is estimated by taking the diff
ence of the standard analysis with the analysis performe
different values ofq* . In particular, we compare the standa

FIG. 1. Comparison of three-parameter fits and two-param
fits for the b56.52 lattices. Perturbative HQET corrections ha
been removed. Dotted line enforces the HQET result thatf Qq* / f Qq

51 at M5`. Solid line allows theM5` value to be free.

FIG. 2. Three constant fits to estimate the lattice spacing
trapolation error in the ratio. The fit toa,0.4 ~solid line! is taken as
the central value. The data are for the standard analysis. Th
ranges are 0.2 to 0.4 (GeV)21 ~solid line!, 0.2 to 0.5 (GeV)21

~dotted line!, and 0.2 to 0.75 (GeV)21 ~dashed line!.
0-3
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analysis results to the two alternate analyses 4 and 7 of
3, whereq* is adjusted down and up, respectively. We es
mate the perturbative error to be>20.01

10.03.
The final significant contribution to the systematic err

comes from the chiral extrapolations. Our estimate of
systematic error involved in this extrapolation procedure
found by taking the larger difference of the central value a
the two alternate chiral fits described above. This system
error can be seen in Fig. 3 by comparing fit number 1 to 3
to 6, or 7 to 9. We estimate the error from chiral extrapo
tion in our central value of the ratio as>20

10.02. We do not
include an analysis of the other sources of error mentione
@3# ~difference of magnetic mass and kinetic mass, hig
order lattice extrapolation fits, and finite volume effects! be-
cause they are negligible for the ratiof B* / f B .

We combine the three sources of systematic error a
they were completely independent, because we see in F
that the results of the different changes made in the ana
are not significantly correlated. This gives us our fin
quenched value off B* / f B :

1.01~0.01!~20.01
10.04!.

FIG. 3. Values off B* / f B coming from the different types o
analyses. Analysis type 1 is the standard analysis; analysi
changef p fits from linear to quadratic; analysis 3: changef p and
f Qq fits from linear to quadratic; analyses 4–6: same as 1–3 w
q* chosen so that its mean value for the heavy kappas is 1/a; and
analyses 7–9: same as 1–3 withq* chosen twice as large as th
standard analysis.
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In HQET the leading order~in 1/M ! value of the ratio is 1
2g2(mB)/6p2'0.96, usingL (5)50.208 GeV @14#. Note
that this is less than 1 because the perturbative correctio
negative. However the results of our simulations suggest
the ratio for theB is more likely to be greater than or equal
1. Neubert has calculated that the value of the ratiof B* / f B

using the subleading order terms in the 1/M expansion to be
1.0760.03 @15#, which is consistent with our result.

Using the same analysis, we findf B>175(7) MeV,
where statistical error only is shown. This should be co
pared with the current MILC valuef B5173(6)(16) MeV
@12#. The latter includes improved action data and a comp
systematic error analysis and, therefore, should be take
the most up-to-date MILC value2 for quenchedf B . How-
ever, the consistency of the current analysis with the pre
ous calculation is comforting and indicates, among ot
things, that the use of a scheme in whichq* varies with
heavy quark mass has no drastic effects.

We also report a value forf B* . This quantity was not
calculated in@3# or @12#, so we perform a more detaile
analysis including estimates of systematic errors analog
to that performed in@12#. This gives f B* 5177(6)(17)
MeV in the quenched approximation.

These results forf B* and f B* / f B are in qualitative agree
ment with what is expected. However, the main point of t
paper is not the computation of the quenched decay cons
at theB mass, but the extrapolation of our results to infin
heavy quark mass. The agreement off Qq* / f Qq in this limit
with the HQET prediction is an indication that the prese
treatment of the heavy quark on the lattice is consistent.

Calculations for this project were performed at ORN
CCS, SDSC, Indiana University, NCSA, PSC, MHPC
CTC, CHPC~Utah!, and Sandia Natl. Lab. This work wa
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under gra
DE-FG02-91ER-40628, DE-FG02-91ER-40661, DE-FG0
97ER-41022 and DE-FG03-95ER-40906, and by the N
tional Science Foundation under grants PHY99-70701
PHY97-22022.

2We note that the central value off B in @12# is considerably higher
than the value 157(11)(29

122)(20
121) MeV quoted in@3#. That differ-

ence is due to new data~including improved action! and new analy-
sis ~including update ofq* ) as explained in@11# and @12#.
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